This rim was mounted with Tire Life® when the vehicle was
new, by a coal mine in Alberta, Canada.
You can see by the original paint, the complete lack of rust,
and several bright spots of metal that Tire Life® has protected
the rim from any rust or scale build up for over 30,000 hours.
Manufactured by
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Safety data sheet and additional product
information available on our website.

Also known as:

Maximum Tire and
Rim Performance
OTR

Advantages/Value
Safety
Safety is one of the main contributions to our customers.
Tire Life® not only reduces tire failures, but also aids in the
prompt identification of tire cuts and wheel/rim cracks.

Rust
Tire Life® stops rust buildup by providing a protective antioxidant coating on wheels and rims.
Tire Life® removes existing rust scale from wheels and rims,
and reduces the amount of downtime normally required for
refinishing wheels and rims.
Tire Life® installed in the recommended quantity, provides
rust protection from the day the wheel is installed until it is
dismounted.

What is Tire Life ?

Tire Life® will reduce the labor cost for tire dismounting.

Tire Life® is a specially formulated, light viscosity fluid that
offers exceptional tire and rim protection when added to the
tire air chamber.

Between regular air checks, some loss of tire p.s.i. is
expected. With each pound of pressure loss, load carrying
capacity is reduced and tire temperatures increase. Tire Life®
reduces this normal air loss. Bead seats, o rings, vent
hole leaking, blistered, or cracked innerliners, even liners
that are lifted loose from the ply will be sealed off very
effectively by Tire Life®.

®

Specialty formulas available for your region’s ambient
temperature.

Under Inflation

Cooling
Heat is a tire’s worst enemy. Tire Life® protects from and
controls tire heat if the air pressure is appropriate for the load
and speed of the application. In studies done by a major tire
manufacturer, Tire Life® reduced tire casing temperature by
as much as 7.5%.
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